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On February 4, 2000, the Treasury Department released proposed regulations
affecting Financial Asset Securitization Investment Trusts ("FASITs") and a new rule
affecting transfers of residual interests in Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits
("REMICs").  This SOS discusses significant aspects of the regulations, but does not
contain a complete recitation of the FASIT operating rules.  The Internal Revenue
Service (the "IRS") has invited comments on the proposed regulations.  Comments
must be submitted by May 8, 2000.  Additionally, a hearing on the proposed
regulations has been scheduled for May 15, 2000.  In general, the new regulations are
proposed to be effective on the date that final regulations are published.  Consistent
with past practice, however, we expect that issuers using FASIT structures generally
will follow the proposed regulations for transactions undertaken before such date.

In an unrelated event, the IRS has modified and finalized a regulation addressing the
amortization of purchased mortgage servicing rights.  The new regulation may
permit a closer matching of a tax deduction to the decrease in value of such rights
when there are pool prepayments.

I. The New REMIC Residual Transfer Safe-Harbor

The proposed regulations are significant because they directly affect the
ability of REMIC (and FASIT) issuers to effectively transfer so-called non-
economic REMIC residual interests (and FASIT ownership interests).1   This has
been accomplished by raising the safe harbor hurdle2 for lacking "improper
knowledge."3   Under the proposed regulations, the safe harbor will not be met
unless the present value of the anticipated tax liabilities does not exceed the
sum of:

1. The present value of any consideration given to the transferee to acquire
the interest;

2. The present value of the expected future distributions on the interest;
and

3. The present value of the anticipated tax savings associated with holding
the interest as the REMIC residual/FASIT ownership interest generates
losses.
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Specific computational assumptions are required to be made in analyzing the above
test.  First, the transferee is assumed to pay a tax at a rate equal to the highest corporate
federal rate (currently 35%).  Secondly, and perhaps most significant, the discount rate
to be applied is the applicable Federal rate (AFR), unless the transferee can
demonstrate a lower regular borrowing rate.

The reason this AFR assumption is significant is that, over the years, the discount rates
used to determine "upfront" payments for the transfer of non-economic REMIC
residuals have been substantially below the AFR.  For example, the AFRs for the month
of February 2000 are 6.11% for short-term instruments, 6.46% for mid-term
instruments and 6.66% for long-term instruments.

While these regulations are only proposed, the language of the regulations states that
they would be effective as of February 4, 20004 and suggest a clear intention by the
government to scrutinize such transfers more closely going forward.  One
commentator has already asked the IRS to "clarify" that the old safe-harbor continues
to protect REMIC residual transfers undertaken before the effective date of the new
regulation.  Additionally, President Clinton's proposed budget for fiscal 2001 contains
a tax proposal that would make the REMIC itself secondarily liable for the tax
imposed on the holder of the REMIC residual interest holder if the tax is not timely
paid by the holder.  This provision would be effective for REMICs created after the date
of enactment, thereby not disturbing existing transactions.

Interestingly, however, no guidance has been provided with respect to the proper tax
method of accounting for upfront payments.

II. FASIT Definitions and the Election Itself

Although the Code provides that a FASIT is any entity that elects FASIT treatment and
meets certain other requirements, the legislative history accompanying the
enactment of the FASIT rules states that a FASIT election may be made around a
segregated asset pool.  The regulations implement the segregated asset pool rules by
allowing taxpayers to segregate assets, such as through an indenture, and then
electing to treat the pool as a FASIT.

We understand that the Treasury became aware of FASIT transaction structures that
enabled taxpayers to gross-up the amount of foreign taxes that they would be
considered to have paid, in order to claim greater amounts of credits.  The Treasury did
not believe that these transactions were consistent with the purposes of the FASIT
rules and included several provisions aimed at curtailing these transactions.  First, a
FASIT election may not be made with respect to a foreign entity.  Second, a domestic
entity or a segregated pool of assets will not qualify as a FASIT if the income is subject
to foreign tax on a net basis.

Surprisingly, no specific form was created to enable taxpayers to make the FASIT
election.  The election is made by attaching a statement specified as a FASIT election
to the timely filed federal income tax return (including extensions) of the eligible
corporation making the FASIT election.  An election may not be made on an amended
return.  As would be expected, however, specific rules are provided for the contents of
the statement and who must sign the statement.  The prepayment speed used to
determine gain on non-publicly traded assets and reinvestment assumptions are
among the items to be reported.
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III. Permitted Asset Rules

The FASIT statutes require that "substantially all" of a FASIT's assets consist of
"permitted assets."  The proposed regulations take a narrow view of the test, by stating
that substantially all of the assets held by a FASIT will consist of permitted assets only
if the adjusted bases of the permitted assets is more than 99% of the total adjusted
bases of all the assets held by the FASIT.  Although this proposed rule is based upon a
safe harbor rule applicable to REMICs, it does not incorporate the provision in the
REMIC rules that allows a qualified entity that fails the safe harbor to otherwise
demonstrate that it does not own more than a de minimis amount of non-qualified
assets.  The reason for the different treatment, as explained in the preamble to the
proposed regulations, is that a FASIT, unlike a REMIC, can acquire additional
permitted assets if it is in danger of failing the "substantially all" test.

Permitted assets include cash and cash equivalents, certain debt instruments (and
rights to acquire certain debt instruments), foreclosure property, certain hedges and
guarantees, regular interests in other FASITs, and regular interests in REMICs.  In
response to certain comment letters, cash and cash equivalents include U.S. dollar
denominated money market mutual funds, even though these shares are technically
stock.  Permitted debt instruments include fixed rate debt instruments, specified
floating rate debt instruments, inflation-indexed debt instruments, credit card
receivables, stripped bonds or coupons of permitted debts instruments and certificates
of trust representing beneficial ownership interests in permitted debt instruments.

Permitted debt instruments do not include debt instruments that can be converted
into, or whose payments are contingent on the value of any asset other than a
permitted debt instrument.  Additionally, permitted debt instruments do not include
debt instruments that, on acquisition by the FASIT, are in default, unless it is
anticipated that all delinquent payments on the debt instrument will be paid within
90 days.

A hedge or guarantee is a permitted hedge or guarantee if it offsets any risk factor that
may cause differences between the amount or timing of the receipts on the assets held
by the FASIT and the amount or timing of the payments on the regular interests the
FASIT has issued.  These risk factors include: (i) fluctuations in market interest rates, (ii)
fluctuations in currency exchange rates, (iii) the credit quality of, or default on, the
FASIT's assets or debt instruments underlying the FASIT's assets, and (iv) the risk that
payments on the FASIT's assets will be received earlier or later than originally
anticipated.  The regulations provide special rules for hedges issued by the owner of
the FASIT (the "Owner") or a related person.  First, guarantees are permitted assets only
if the value of all of the FASIT's guarantee contracts issued by the Owner (and related
persons) are less than 3% of the value of all of the FASIT's assets.  In the case of hedges
issued by the holder of the ownership interest, other than a guarantee contract, the
hedge will be a permitted asset only if the Owner regularly provides, offers, or sells
substantially similar contracts in the ordinary course of its trade or business and the
terms and pricing of the hedge are at arm's length.

IV. Taxation of the Holder of the Ownership Interest in General

In general, the holder of the ownership interest is treated as though it directly held the
FASIT assets and issued the FASIT regular interests as indebtedness.  A FASIT may not
use mark-to-market accounting, however, even if the holder of the ownership interest
is a dealer in securities otherwise required to use such method of accounting.
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Although no special forms have been prescribed for the holder of a FASIT ownership
interest to report the operations of the FASIT on its federal income tax return, the
ownership interest holder must report the results of the FASIT on a separate schedule
attached to its tax return.

The FASIT regulations clarify that the holder of the ownership interest must recognize
gain on the transfer of property not only to the FASIT but also to holders of the FASIT
regular interests (unless the transfer is not in connection with the FASIT transaction).
Property is considered to support regular interests if, the owner (or related person)
pledges or formally sets aside the property to pay or provide security for regular
interests or holds an interest in the property that is subordinate to the FASIT's interest.
The regulations also contain a special rule with respect to transfers of senior interests
in debt obligations.  If the sponsor retains a subordinated interest in the debt
instruments transferred to the FASIT, the sponsor must recognize gain on the transfer
of the senior interests to the FASIT.  The IRS was concerned that a foreign affiliate of
the sponsor not subject to U.S. taxation could transfer property to a FASIT and enable
the sponsor to avoid gain recognition on such transfer.  The regulations address this
concern by providing that property transferred to the FASIT by an affiliate of the
sponsor is considered to first have been acquired by the sponsor for its fair market
value.

A transfer of a FASIT ownership interest will be disregarded for federal income tax
purposes if the transferor "knew or should have known that the transferee would be
unwilling or unable" to pay the FASIT taxes.  The same new safe-harbor discussed
above for REMIC residual interests applies to transfers of FASIT ownership interests.
The provision in President Clinton's budget that would make REMICs liable for taxes
not paid by the holder of the REMIC residual interest would also apply to FASITs with
respect to taxes due from the holder of the ownership interest.

V. The Special Taxable Income Rule for Holders of Ownership Interests

The FASIT rules require that the income of the holder of the ownership interest
cannot be less than all of its income from the FASIT ownership interest, including gain
from the sale or exchange of FASIT ownership interests.  (This rule stands in contrast to
the REMIC rules which only require that the residual holder's income not be less than
the excess inclusion income.)  As a practical matter, this rule prohibits the Owner
from using losses to reduce its taxable income below the FASIT net income.  The
regulations provide that gains recognized upon the formation of a FASIT are included
in FASIT income for this purpose.  In contrast to the REMIC rules, these regulations
provide that net income or loss from all FASIT ownership interests held by a person
may be aggregated in determining the taxable income from FASITs for the taxable
year.  The minimum taxable income rule is coordinated with the REMIC excess
inclusion rules by providing that the FASIT income is stacked on top of the REMIC
excess inclusion income (rather than aggregated).  In other words, holders of both
REMIC residuals and FASIT ownership interests must show taxable income at least
equal to the sum of the income from all such securities.
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VI. The Valuation Rules

The proposed regulations contain long awaited guidance on the determination of the
value to be used in determining the amount of gain to be recognized upon the
formation of a FASIT.  The statute essentially distinguishes between two types of
property: property traded on an established securities market and other property.
Since the determination of value for the formula should not meet with many
challenges, we will discuss the rules affecting the latter.

The special valuation contained in the proposed regulations essentially restates the
rules provided in the statute.  For property not traded on an established securities
exchange, the regulations require that the reasonably expected payments from such
property must be discounted using the 120% applicable federal rate (the "AFR
method").  The proposed regulations require that the expected payments be
determined in a commercially reasonable manner based upon reasonable
assumptions.  The rules also require that there be consistency between the
assumptions used for valuation purposes and those made in representations
contained in the offering circular, made to rating agencies or made to government
agencies.  The assumptions also must be consistent with industry customs or
standards.  There are also special rules for the level servicing rate assumed.

The AFR method has been a controversial issue ever since the FASIT rules were
enacted, since it can result in values substantially greater than par, and not
representative of arm's length pricing.  Fortunately, the regulations have provided a
few categories of exception, potentially narrowing the application (and unrealistic
results) of the AFR method.  Exceptions are provided for beneficial ownership
interests, stripped coupons and stripped bonds as long as the underlying property (or
stripped coupon or bond) is traded on an established securities exchange.  Another,
more significant, exception recognizes concerns by commentators that application of
the AFR method could, in certain instances, result in tax gains far in excess of
economic gains (the "spot purchase exception").  The spot purchase exception
provides that the value of the debt instrument would be its cost to the Owner (or
related party), provided the debt instrument is:

1. Purchased from an unrelated person in an arm's length transaction in which no
other property is transferred or services are provided;

2. Acquired solely for cash;

3. Acquired at a price that is fixed no more than 15 days before the date of purchase;
and

4. Transferred to the FASIT no more that 15 days after the date of purchase.

It is worth noting that the preamble suggests that the value of credit card receivables
should employ the AFR method while the spot purchase exception is expected to
apply to "bank and private placement loans" (e.g., such as those used in CBO and CLO
securitization structures).
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VII. FASIT Regular Interests

Generally, the proposed regulations provide a few basic administrative rules
addressing FASIT regular interests.  Nonetheless, they do provide guidance as to the
determination of issue price and contain special rules for the application of the excise
tax imposed on securities dealers who hold high yield interests but are not eligible
corporations.  Rules are also provided for pass-thru entities holding high yield
interests, including the clarification that REMICs constitute pass-thru entities for this
purpose.

VIII. Foreign Holders of FASIT Regular Interests

Under the well-known "portfolio interest" rules, no withholding is required by a U.S.
person with respect to interest paid on its indebtedness when the holder is a foreign
person, provided that certain requirements are satisfied.  The portfolio interest rules
do not apply to interest on indebtedness held by a foreign person who directly, or
through the application of certain attribution rules indirectly, holds 10% or more of
the issuer's stock.  In a similar vein, the portfolio interest rules do not apply to interest
paid to a "controlled foreign corporation" (a "CFC") that is related to the debtor.  In the
absence of specific rules, FASITs could have been used to avoid these limitations on the
portfolio interest exception and other limitations as well.  Accordingly, the Proposed
Regulations provide that a look-through rule applies to the situation in which a FASIT
regular interest holder is a non-US person and a debt instrument held by the FASIT is
issued by a person who would not be eligible to claim advantage of the portfolio
interest rules if it issued the debt directly to the regular interest holder.  These rules
also apply to the earnings stripping rules and limitations on deducting original issue
discount when a debt instrument is held by a foreign related person.

The IRS intends to issue additional regulations that will make both the FASIT and the
holder of its ownership interest withholding agents.  The IRS recognizes that it is
possible that a FASIT owner may not be aware of the relationship between the holder
of a regular interest and an obligor on an underlying debt instrument.  In this
circumstance, liability for the failure to withhold may be excused.  No relief will be
provided, however, when a foreign person holds 10% or more of the FASIT's regular
interests and 10% or more of the FASIT's assets consist of debt instruments issued by a
related person or CFC.  In potentially affected transactions, the withholding risk may
preclude the use of foreign-targeted bearer obligations.  Furthermore, in potentially
affected transactions, we suspect that prudence will dictate that either the
transaction documents will limit the amount of regular interests that may be held by
foreign persons or require foreign persons who hold 10% or more of the FASIT's regular
interests to represent that they are either eligible for a complete exemption from
withholding under a treaty or that they do not bear a prohibited relationship to an
issuer of the debt instruments held by the FASIT.  The IRS is considering extending these
withholding rules to REMICs as well.
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IX. Prohibited Transactions

The FASIT provisions impose a 100% tax on the net income derived from a prohibited
transaction.  Prohibited transactions include the origination of loans and the
disposition of permitted assets other than foreclosure property.  The regulations
provide guidance as to the circumstances in which these activities constitute
prohibited transactions.  In addition, the regulations expand upon the hedge
transaction exception from prohibited transactions.

A. Origination of Loans

Prohibited transactions include the origination of loans by the FASIT.  The
regulations generally provide that a FASIT is considered to originate a loan if the
FASIT either engages in or facilitates: solicitation of a loan, evaluation of an
applicant's financial condition; negotiation or establishment of any terms of a
loan; the preparation or processing of any document relating to the negotiation
or entering into of a loan; or closing the loan transaction.  A FASIT is not
considered to be engaged in loan origination if the FASIT acquires a loan: (i) from
an established securities market, (ii) on a date more than 12 months after the loan
was issued, (iii) from a person that regularly originates loans in the ordinary
course of its business or (iv) from the same obligor in exchange for an old loan in
the context of a workout.

B. Origination of Letters of Credit

The origination of a contract or agreement in the nature of a line of credit ("LOC")
is treated as a prohibited transaction under the regulations in some instances.  If a
FASIT assumes the role of lender under a LOC from a person that does not
regularly originate LOCs in the ordinary course of its business, the FASIT is
considered to have originated the LOC if the FASIT engages in any of the above-
listed loan origination activities with respect to the LOC.   In addition, if a FASIT
acquires a debt instrument in the nature of a LOC, the FASIT is presumed to have
originated it only if the FASIT originated the related LOC.  A FASIT is presumed not
to have originated an LOC if the FASIT acquires the LOC from a person that
regularly originates LOCs in the ordinary course of its business.

C. Distributions/Exchanges of Debt Instruments

The Code provides that generally, a disposition of a permitted asset other than
foreclosure property is a prohibited transaction.  The exceptions to this rule are
the substitution of a debt instrument that is a permitted asset for another debt
instrument that is a permitted asset and the distribution of a debt instrument
contributed by the Owner to the Owner in order to reduce over-collateralization
of the FASIT provided that the purpose of acquiring the debt instrument which is
disposed of was not the recognition of gain as a result of the increase in the
market value of the instrument.  The regulations contain rules that narrow the
scope of this exception.  A distribution to the Owner of a debt instrument
contributed by the Owner and the exchange of debt instruments with the Owner
are prohibited transactions if, within 180 days of receiving the debt instrument,
the Owner realizes a gain on the disposition of the instrument to any person, even
if the realized gain is not recognized for tax purposes.  This rule is intended to
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prevent an Owner from inappropriately generating capital gains and ordinary
losses by disposing of appreciated debt instruments distributed by the FASIT
(capital gains) while having the FASIT dispose of related hedges (ordinary losses).

D. Hedges

The regulations clarify that the disposition of any interest rate or foreign
currency notional principal contract, letter of credit, insurance, guarantee
against payment defaults or other similar instruments that are reasonably
required to guarantee or hedge against the FASIT's risks associated with being the
obligor on interests issued by the FASIT does not constitute a prohibited
transaction.

X. The Anti-Abuse Rule

The regulations, reiterating language in the committee reports accompanying the
enactment of the FASIT rules, state that the underlying purpose of the FASIT
provisions is to promote the spreading of credit risk on debt instruments by
facilitating securitizations.  The proposed FASIT anti-abuse regulation provides the IRS
with the right to evaluate transactions against this purpose.  (The proposed anti-abuse
rule is patterned after the infamous partnership anti-abuse rule.)  The regulation lists
three non-exclusive factors to be evaluated in determining if a FASIT transaction was
undertaken in a manner that is consistent with the intent of the rules: (i) the assets to
be securitized must consist primarily of permitted debt instruments, (ii) the source of
principal and interest payments on a FASIT's regular interests is primarily the principal
and interest payments on permitted debt instruments held by the FASIT, and (iii) no
FASIT provision may be used to achieve a Federal tax result that cannot be achieved
without the FASIT provisions unless, the provisions clearly contemplate such a result.
The regulation, using a standard originally developed by the IRS in the foreign tax
credit area (but based upon existing case law), allows the IRS to compare the purported
business purpose for a transaction and the claimed tax benefits resulting therefrom.

If a FASIT is formed or used to achieve a tax result inconsistent with this purpose, the
IRS may make appropriate adjustments including, but not limited to, disregarding the
FASIT, treating one or more assets of the FASIT as held by someone other than the
Owner, or reallocating FASIT income, loss, deductions or credits.  The effective date of
the anti-abuse rule is February 4, 2000.  It is not clear from the effective date provision
as to whether this anti-abuse rule applies to FASITs formed prior to February 4, 2000.

XI. Cessation of a FASIT

Extensive rules are provided for FASIT cessations.  Under the proposed regulations, an
arrangement ceases to be a FASIT if it revokes its election with the consent of the IRS
or if it fails to qualify as a FASIT and the IRS determines that the failure was not
inadvertent.  Upon cessation, the tax classification (e.g., as a partnership or
corporation) of the former FASIT will be determined under general tax principles.
Concomitantly, if the Owner maintains a continuing economic interest in the assets
of the former FASIT, the characterization of this economic interest (e.g., as stock or a
partnership interest) will be determined under general tax principles.  A FASIT that
ceases to be a FASIT cannot re-elect FASIT treatment without the approval of the IRS.

Upon cessation, the Owner of the FASIT is treated as having exchanged the assets of
the FASIT for an amount equal to their fair value.  Gain realized on the exchange is
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treated as gain from a prohibited transaction and the Owner is subject to the
prohibited transactions tax.  Any loss on the exchange is disallowed.  The
determination of gain or loss on assets for this purpose is determined on an asset by
asset basis.  Cancellation of indebtedness income will be recognized by the Owner to
the extent that the adjusted issue price of the regular interests outstanding
immediately before the cessation exceeds the fair market value of those interests at
that time.  This determination is made on a regular interest by regular interest basis.
The Owner cannot take any deduction for acquisition premium.

Upon cessation, holders of the regular interests are treated as exchanging their regular
interests for interests in the underlying arrangement.  Again, interests in the
underlying arrangement are classified (e.g., as debt or equity) under general tax
principles.  The regular interest holders must recognize gain if the interest is
exchanged either for an interest not classified as debt or for an interest classified as
debt that differs materially either in kind or extent.  The regular interest holders are
not permitted to recognize any loss on the exchange.

In the event of an inadvertent failure to remain qualified as a FASIT, the IRS may either
(i) deem the qualified arrangement as continuing to be a FASIT, or (ii) allow the
qualified arrangement to re-elect FASIT status after the cessation.

XII. Pre-Effective Date Transactions

The proposed regulations narrowly define a "pre-effective date FASIT."  Such a FASIT is
one that (i) was in existence on August 31, 1997 and (ii) has at least one FASIT interest
(regular or ownership) that was issued prior to February 4, 2000, was outstanding
when the FASIT election became effective and is considered indebtedness of the
holder of the ownership interest under general tax principles.  The primary advantage
of meeting the definition of a pre-effective date FASIT is that the sponsor may elect to
defer the gain that would otherwise be recognized upon the FASIT formation.  Such
gain must be recognized in a manner that "clearly reflects income."  The regulations
contain a detailed 5-step methodology that pre-effective date FASITs may employ to
determine the annual recognition for the deferred gain.

XIII. Mortgage Servicing

The Internal Revenue Code explicitly specifies that the amortization period for
purchased mortgage servicing rights is 108 months.  In 1997, the IRS had proposed
regulations specifically denying an immediate deduction for unamortized mortgage
servicing rights when "some (but not all) of the rights in a pool became worthless as a
result of prepayments."  Although commentators had argued that a deduction should
be available when there were prepayments, the IRS found such a rule to be
"inappropriate."  The final regulation (which applies to property purchased after
January 25, 2000) balances the economic needs of taxpayers against the fact that the
current amortization period is determined without regard to the actual useful life of
the assets.  Specifically, the final regulation permits taxpayers to form "multiple
accounts" within a pool at the time of acquisition.  The purchase price for purchased
mortgage servicing would then be allocated among these multiple accounts.  If all of
the loans within an account are prepaid, then the taxpayer would be entitled to claim
an immediate deduction for the remaining unamortized purchase price paid for the
mortgage servicing.  Success in implementing the new rule will be dependent upon
advantageously grouping mortgages and supporting the allocation to the various
subpools.
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*   *   *

The Deloitte & Touche Capital Markets and Securitization Tax Practices is coordinating
comments on behalf of clients and other interested parties and can provide additional
guidance on these new regulations and their application to existing and pending
transactions.

Terence B. Meyers 212-436-2161

Mark H. Leeds 212-436-5539

Phoebe Moreo 212-436-6401

Lisa Chippindale 212-436-3550

Steven Kaplan 212-436-5083

Stephen Ballas 212-436-4674

Sondra Kasdon 212-436-4782

1 A non-economic residual interest is currently defined in the regulations to be any
residual, unless:

1. The present value of the expected future distributions on the residual interest
at least equals the present value of the tax on the anticipated excess inclusion
income, and

2. The transferor reasonably expects that the transferee will receive distributions
from the REMIC sufficient to satisfy the tax accrued on excess inclusion at or
about the time such taxes accrue.

2 There are currently two conditions to qualify for the safe harbor - the transferor
must conduct a reasonable investigation of the transferee's financial condition and the
transferor must obtain a representation from the transferee that it understands it may
incur a tax from in excess of actual cash distributions from the REMIC and that the
transferee intends to pay any such tax.

3 That is, knowledge that a significant purpose of the transfer was to enable the
transferor to impede the assessment or collection of tax.

4 This is an issue of some inconsistency between the regulation and the preamble.
The language in the preamble to the regulations indicates the provision will be
effective on the date the final regulations are published.  The IRS, in informal
conversations, have indicated that the February 4, 2000 date will be the applicable
date.


